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        Actual pendants from ancient excavations
Pendant is not only a unit of measurement of electric charge, but also a stylish…Continue reading →
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        Choosing earrings by type Kibby
The purchased dress has never been worn, and for the second year stylish brand-name trousers…Continue reading →




        
        The key to the lady's heart, or what are you doing this Sunday?
This spring it will be possible to meet on the streets a lot of ladies,…...
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        Gold pendants: fashionable style lessons
The onset of autumn has brought many new things. Innovation touched not only nature, but…Continue reading →
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        Jewelry news, ring sets and fresh summer fashion trends
Rings are one of the most common jewelry with a romantic and ancient history. This…...
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        10 of the most unique jewelry in the world
The desire to emphasize their status and wealth pushes people to spend countless money on…...




        
        Trendy Earrings: Hot Season Hot Trends
The variety of styles of fashionable autumn and winter requires no fewer accessories. Earrings have…...
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        Original engagement and unusual rings. How to proceed to the wedding?
Stand on your knee and stretch the lady ring - a simple and non-original way,…...
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